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You are Safe Within You
At this time on your earthly plain it is most important to see how many still look outside of
themselves thinking others are going to keep them safe and secure. This is what the
wounded child seeks from mom and dad, safety and security, life. Mom and dad give the
wounded child life or take it away. The child seeks safety and security. As each and every
one of you has looked within at your self, you may ask, If I express my truth to an other,
will I be safe? And if I do that will I be loved? The child seeks safety and each of you seeks
that safety to be who you are. So as you re-parent the wounded child, you the adult is
allowing that child to express himself, herself, and you are creating the safe place to do
that. At this time you may feel it is a safe place congregating with us as We with you. It is
about safety and security. When you look outside of your self into the world everyone you
see seeks to be safe and secure somewhere and somehow. It is important to know that you
are safe and secure within you at all times. It is about you the adult creating a safe place
for that wounded child to be who they are. A place that quite possibly mom and dad
could never created for you. This is where it begins. In that safe place you look at the
wounded child with acceptance and compassion for where they are. Creating a safe
environment to move into the beingness of who you are. That safe environment does not
lie outside of you. You are that safe environment. By loving, honoring and valuing you,
you can express the beingness of who you are in all the safety and security you created in
the depth and breadth of you.
You no longer need to seek outside of you safety and security from an other. This is an
attachment. The grand attachment that humanity on your earthly plain seeks is safety and
security. This is the grand attachment. So We ask you, are you still seeking it outside of
you? Will the other wonderful and most glorious soul make it safe for me to be who I am?
As you move during this process quite possibly an other may come to you and based upon
the knowledge you have and the process you have moved through, you can have
compassion to see they are living their life through the wounded child. You then can
create a safe place for that person to begin the expansion process into the depth and
breadth of who they are.
This entire process We give you and also by many, is about creating that safe environment
within you to fully be who you are. Create that safe place for you. It does not lie outside of
you. The entire vastness of your earthly plain is safe, it always has been. It is through the
wounds of the child that you may never ever thought it was.

